Green fluorescent protein (GFP)-dependent separation of bacterial ghosts from intact cells by FACS.
E. coli and Salmonella ghost preparations, produced by applying the PhiX174 protein E-mediated lysis system, contain nonlysed bacteria at a very low percentage. To use the ghosts as vaccines, additional methods have to be identified to remove any viable cell, to end up in totally inactivated ghost fractions. Materials and Methods To increase the purity of ghost fractions, we established a green fluorescent protein (GFP)-dependent "in vivo staining" method to be combined with the E-mediated lysis system. Several gfp expression vectors were constructed, and the corresponding cellular fluorescence was analyzed. Bacterial fluorescence, exclusively preserved in nonlysed cells, was utilized to separate these cells from ghost preparations via flow cytometric sorting. High-level production of GFP prior to induction of the lysis system did not affect bacterial growth rates and caused no inhibitory effects on the subsequent protein E-mediated lysis of the cells. The population of reproductive or inactivated but nonlysed cells was highly fluorescent at mean intensities 215-fold higher than ghosts, which exhibited fluorescence at background level. Fluorescent cells could effectively be separated from ghost preparations via flow cytometric sorting. Cell sorting subsequent to protein E-mediated lysis reduced the number of viable cells within ghost preparations by a factor of 3 x 10(5). The presented procedure is compatible with the protein E-mediated lysis system, is highly effective in separation of nonlysed fluorescent cells, and may serve as a prototype for ghost-purification in applications where only a minimum number of viable cells within ghost preparations can be tolerated.